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FOREWORD
Project members and contributors to this report include: Dana Adkins-Heljeson, Saibal
Bhattacharya, Tim Carr, Lee C Gerhard, Paul Gerlach, Willard Guy, Robert O'Dell, Ken Stalder
and W. Lynn Watney. A digital copy of the report is available through the Digital Petroleum Atlas
Homepage (http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/DPA/dpaHome.html).
ABSTRACT
Report covers the fourth year of the Digital Petroleum Atlas (DPA) Project. The DPA is a longterm effort to develop a new methodology for efficient and timely access to the latest petroleum
data and technology for the domestic oil and gas industry, research organizations and local
governmental units. The DPA is a new and evolving approach to generating and publishing
petroleum reservoir, field, play and basin studies. Atlas products are available anywhere in the
world using a standard point-and-click world-wide-web interface
(http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/DPA/dpaHome.html). In order to provide efficient transfer of the
technology for client-defined solutions, all information and technology in the DPA can be
accessed, manipulated and downloaded.
The DPA increases and improves online access from data through to “final
publication. ” Until recently petroleum atlases circulated like all scholarly information, through
personal exchanges, subscriptions, and libraries. Today, digital scientific information is
becoming the norm. The result - a dramatic increase in the international and disciplinary scope
of information exchange in the petroleum industry. Digital communication has made traditional
collaborative activity more informal, intimate, instantaneous, and continuous. At the present the
DPA provides worldwide access to limited but constantly increasing data and interpreted
information. For example, data from each of over 300,000 oil and gas wells in Kansas are being
accessed online for projects in locations from Chanute, Kansas, to Houston, Texas, to Berlin,
Germany. Programs developed through the DPA provide oil and gas operators and the public
tools to make exploration and development decisions using seismic data, interpreted well logs,
and mapped petroleum information. The DPA provides online access to digital versions of
researchers’ published bulletins, maps, and reports. Through the DPA, we are working to
provide online tools that will permit our colleagues and customers to better query, interpret, map,
and display the latest information and research results in earth science databases that could be
scattered anywhere in the world. These “published” products are living, created on demand,
customized to best address a specific earth science question, and access data that is
continuously updated and improved. The DPA has significantly altered the relationship between
research results, data access, the transfer of technology, and our relationship with our clients.
The fourth year of the project moved forward to expand the development and
integration of relational databases into the DPA. The result is that while the coverage and the
detail have increased the number of static pages in the DPA has decreased significantly. The
use of relational databases means that previously completed products, such as field and basin
studies, are automatically updated with the latest production and well data. In addition raster
images such has completion reports are scanned and uploaded into relational databases and
can be used for efficient construction of larger scale studies. Over the last year content of the
DPA has increased with three additional field studies (Box Ranch, Kismet and Stewart fields),
comprehensive regional maps on all major oil and gas producing horizons and several new
county scale maps. The DPA Project continues to provide improved access to a “published”
product and ongoing technology transfer activity. The DPA remains widely used by oil and gas
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producers and other groups interested in natural resources.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Digital Petroleum Atlas (DPA) Project is in the fourth year of a long-term effort to
develop a new methodology to provide efficient and timely access to the latest petroleum
data and technology for the domestic oil and gas industry, public sector research
organizations and local governmental units. The goal of the DPA is to provide real-time
data access through the Internet, coupled with digital modeling to simulate and visualize
petroleum systems. The DPA will enable an improved integrated systems approach to the
petroleum exploration and development. The result: projects are far more interdisciplinary
than in the past, and are conducted within an environment of rapidly increasing quantities of
data, and varieties and modes of dissemination. Data accessibility requires operators to
apply not only more data but also different types of data than before to develop, verify, and
successfully apply models to exploration and development decisions.
The DPA provides real-time access through the Internet using widely available tools
such as World-Wide-Web browsers. The latest technologies and information are
“published” electronically when individual project components are completed, removing the
lag and expense of transferring technology using traditional paper publication. Active links,
graphical user interfaces and database search mechanisms provide a product with which
the operator can interact in ways that are impossible in a paper publication. Contained in
the DPA are forms of publication that can only be displayed in an electronic environment
(for example, relational searches based on geologic and engineering criteria). Improvement
in data and technology access for the domestic petroleum industry represents one of the
best and cost-effective options that are available for mitigating the continued decline in
domestic production.
Year 4 of the project concentrated on increased integration of relational databases
that permit automatic updating of all DPA products (e.g., latest production and well data for
field studies). Pages containing production data are generated through queries of the most
currently available data. In this aspect the DPA is a constantly and automatically updated
product that will remain current well beyond the duration of the project. Additional fields
added to the DPA bring the total to 11 plays. New fields added to the DPA include: Box
Ranch (Comanche County), Kismet (Seward and Meade counties) and Stewart Field
(Finney County). Field studies generated in previous years of the project remain, and have
been enhanced with updated data and additional maps. These fields include: Chase-Silica
Field (Arbuckle) in Rice, Barton and Stanford counties; McKinney Field (Chester, Marmaton,
and Morrow) in Meade County; Arroyo Field (Morrowan), Stanton County; Big Bow Field (St.
Louis), Grant and Stanton counties; and Gentzler Field (Morrowan), Stevens County;
Amazon Ditch and Terry fields (Lansing-Kansas City, Mississippian and Morrowan), Finney
County; and Schaben Field (Mississippian), Ness County. Ten counties now contain
detailed maps on multiple horizons. Regional maps at the statewide scale cover all the
major oil and gas producing intervals. Methodologies developed in year four of the DPA
Project provide improved access and increased breath to a continuously “published” product
and ongoing technology transfer activity.
Usage statistics and unsolicited feedback show that oil and gas producers are
using the DPA on a regular basis to develop prospects, evaluate properties and provide
regional background to ongoing and potential projects. In addition, public sector agencies,
such as the Kansas Corporation Commission, Kansas Department of Revenue and the US
Department of Energy, Energy Information Agency use the data and results available in the
Digital Petroleum Atlas.
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INTRODUCTION
THE NEED FOR A DIGITAL PETROLEUM ATLAS
The United States obtains 85 percent of its energy from fossil fuels, nearly 40 percent
from oil alone (of which half was imported), and 24 percent from natural gas
(President’s Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology, 1997). U.S. fossil fuel
dependence, like that of the rest of the world, will decline only slowly in the future. It has
been estimated that fossil fuels will provide two-thirds of all world energy needs in 2030
and half or more in 2100 (EIA, 1997). Petroleum demand is projected to grow from
19.5 million barrels per day in 1999 to 25.8 million in 2020—an average rate of 1.3
percent per year—led by growth in the transportation sector, which accounts for about
70 percent of U.S. petroleum consumption (US Department of Energy, 2000a). U.S.
crude oil production is projected to decline at an average annual rate of 0.7 percent
from 1999 to 2020, to 5.1 million barrels per day. U.S. oil imports, according to the
“reference” forecast of the Department of Energy, would grow from 9 million barrels per
day in 1995 to 14 million barrels per day in 2015 and continue to increase for some time
thereafter (US Department of Energy, 2000). The Digital Petroleum Atlas program
addresses many of the issues of insuring secure U.S. oil and gas supply as outlined by
the report of the President’s Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology (1997).
The US and the Northern Mid-continent have large remaining oil and particularly
gas resources in numerous reservoirs. A higher percentage of original oil and gas in
place can be produced if old and new data and knowledge are made available to
operators. Basic data and innovative developments in technology need to be directly
accessible to assist operators in day-to-day decisions. While technology and
information are extremely important to independents, they do not have research
departments and must rely on collaborative research and development efforts (US
Department of Energy, 2000b). The Kansas Geological Survey is working with the U. S.
Department of Energy and oil and gas producers to create a Digital Petroleum Atlas
(DPA) to meet information and technology needs. The DPA is unique in that it provides
independent petroleum operators on-line digital and hard copy information, digital data
bases, new scientific study of typical fields of the region and purposeful technology
transfer.
The DPA increases and improves online access from data through to “final
publication.” Until recently petroleum atlases circulated like all scholarly information,
through personal exchanges, subscriptions, and libraries. Today, digital scientific
information is becoming the norm. The result - a dramatic increase in the international
and disciplinary scope of information exchange in the petroleum industry. Digital
communication has made traditional collaborative activity more informal, intimate,
instantaneous, and continuous. At present the DPA provides worldwide access to
limited but constantly increasing data and interpreted information. For example, data
from each of over 300,000 oil and gas wells in Kansas are being accessed online for
projects in locations from Chanute, Kansas, to Houston, Texas, to Berlin, Germany.
Programs developed through the DPA provide oil and gas operators and the public
tools to make exploration and development decisions using seismic data, interpreted
well logs, and mapped petroleum information. The DPA provides online access to
digital versions of researchers’ published bulletins, maps, and reports. Through the
DPA, we are working to provide online tools that will permit our colleagues and
2

customers to better query, interpret, map, and display the latest information and
research results in earth science databases that could be scattered anywhere in the
world. These “published” products are living, created on demand, customized to best
address a specific earth science question, and access data that is continuously updated
and improved. The DPA has significantly altered the relationship between research
results, data access, the transfer of technology, and our relationship with our clients.
Integrated analysis in the petroleum sector requires large quantities of highquality current information. A model of a petroleum reservoir or play cannot be more
accurate than the description used to create the model. For each grid block within a
model, critical attributes such as velocity, porosity, thickness, fluid saturation, and
permeability must be accurately specified. If these attributes are incorrect, a reservoir
simulation or seismic volume will not accurately model processes. Models (simulations
and visualizations) based on simplified information that does not account for complex
features and interactions do not provide accurate answers to geologic questions. No
single approach can provide complete knowledge concerning a process such as
movement of fluids through an oil or gas reservoir. However, integrating technology
and large quantities of information from several disciplines has the best chance to
successfully understand and exploit petroleum resources. Steadily decreasing cost of
computing and communication, enhanced capabilities for collection of digital scientific
data, greatly increased network bandwidth, the advent of digital wireless
communication, increased access to long-distance communication, growing capabilities
of natural language processing, and improved standards in data structures and network
communication have had a positive impact on the exchange of digital data and
information, and increased collaborative work among domestic operators. The Digital
Petroleum Atlas is an attempt to bring these advances in information technology to the
independent oil and gas operator. The atlas provides independent US operators easy
access to large quantities of high quality information to evaluate technologies that are
best suited for additional oil and gas recovery. Information is available when and where
operators need it (literally on the operator's desk).
Short of conducting a full-scale reservoir analysis of each producing field, the
DPA will provide a tool to enhance Kansas oil and gas production. The demonstration
of the digital petroleum atlas will also enable similar projects to be instituted in other
petroleum producing areas, so that a geographically broad on-line digital database will
be available to domestic operators. The ultimate goal is a national digital petroleum
atlas.
An efficient and effective method of communicating key information to operators
is by example. For each reservoir type in a producing region, a thoroughly studied and
documented analog can illustrate geologic and engineering procedures that are likely to
be most successful in increasing ultimate recovery. An analog example provides
operators with sufficient information and procedures to study producing fields, and
increase production and ultimate recovery by modifying and applying proven methods.
One way to accomplish the goal of disseminating information by analog is to provide a
digital on-line geological and engineering based, state-of-the-art petroleum atlas that
contains not only historical data and descriptions, but technologically advanced
syntheses and analyses of "why reservoirs produce" and "how ultimate production may
be increased." This is a national need. A digital petroleum atlas is an efficient and
effective vehicle to provide access to legacy databases and innovative knowledge that
can be used by the operator.
3

The traditional role of technical publication is to formalize and record scientific
and technical results in time, and to transfer technology to potential users (Kerkhof,
1994). The published petroleum atlas is a time-honored approach to illustrating by
analog the latest petroleum exploration and development knowledge and application
(e.g., Powers, 1929; Galloway, et al., 1983; Bebout, et al., 1993,). Similar proprietary
compilations are common at major petroleum companies. The underlying goals of
these petroleum atlases have been to:
•
•
•
•

Synthesize information on major reservoirs, fields, plays and
basins;
Assist in efficient exploration and development by increasing
technical knowledge of trapping, discovery and production of oil
and gas;
Serve as analogs for reservoirs, fields and plays similar to those
described; and
Provide an overview and introduction to the various petroleum
basins described.

The traditional published atlas is a time consuming and expensive process that results
in a static paper product. Typically, products and data are limited by space and cost
considerations to summary information at the field or reservoir level. For each play,
field, or reservoir only a relatively small number of author-selected maps, crosssections, charts and other summary data are included. Typically, the paper atlas does
not provide access to well and lease data or to intermediate research products (such as
digital geographic and geologic components of maps, interpreted and uninterpreted
subsurface data, well test analyses, thin section images, and other traditionally
unpublished material). Without access to the data and intermediate products,
modifying and updating a published field study to fit a user-defined application or new
scientific idea is a difficult and time consuming process.
Today, traditional channels of scientific and technical communication
represented by the petroleum atlas are being challenged by the shear volume of
publication, the increased unit costs, the relatively decreased resources of academic
and industrial library systems, and the rapidity of technical change (Okerson,1992). In
addition, the growth of networks, storage servers, printers, and software that make up
the Internet are rapidly changing the world from one in which research organizations,
publishers and libraries control the printing, distribution, and archiving to a world in
which individuals can rapidly and cheaply “publish”, provide access and modify scientific
results on-line. These changes offer significant challenges and opportunities both to
public and private sector participants and to the traditions of technical publication
(Denning and Rous, 1995).
KANSAS PETROLEUM ATLAS
The Kansas Digital Petroleum Atlas (DPA) is on-line publications available on the
Internet anywhere in the world using a standard point-and-click world-wide-web
interface (Figure 1). The Uniform resource locator (URL) is
http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/DPA/dpaHome.html. The DPA consists of studies at
reservoir, field, play and basin scales. The DPA is a dynamic, evolving product with
4

new structure, research results, and data appearing almost daily. Through complete
and flexible user access to technology, interpretative products, and underlying geologic
and petroleum data, the DPA alters the relationship between interpretative result and
data, between technology generation and application. At the present time, the Digital
Petroleum Atlas currently contains just over 3,000 static web pages covering 11
counties, 10 fields and two regions of Kansas. "Static" pages, actual HTML text files on
the DPA web server showing information to visitors, have decreased significantly since
the last report (Carr and others, 1999). Today, most DPA pages do not exist as static
pages but are constructed using templates and information (data and images) retrieved
from relational databases. A template is used to construct an entire class of pages.
For example, for a set of county geology pages (Figure 2), the only differences are the
names of the files, the window titles, and the two figures (i.e., map and stratigraphic
chart). The navigation is adjusted for each page (assigning a "Previous" page and
assigning a "Next" page). As a result, a new set of geologic maps, core photos, etc., for
a new play or field can be integrated into the DPA efficiently as a new set of static web
pages. In addition, programs that use templates and can query relational database
systems containing production, well and electric log data provide web access to data
stored in relational databases. The combination of static and dynamic web pages cover
Kansas’s oil and gas plays at scales from the regional through the single well sample.
The DPA also consists of a navigational architecture that permits accessing information
by a number of methods.
USAGE OF THE PROTOTYPE DIGITAL PETROLEUM ATLAS
Since the Digital Petroleum Atlas is an electronic publication, on-line access was
provided to the public soon after project inception (January 1996). Use of the DPA
products was almost immediate and has grown steadily over the last four plus years
(Figure 3). This near real-time transfer of technology and information to the client is
one advantage clearly demonstrated by the DPA.
The pages that comprise the DPA make up the bulk of the web site for the
Petroleum Research Section (PRS) of the Kansas Geological Survey. Usage statistics
show that access to these pages has grown to over 65,000 access “hits” per month
(Figure 3). In measuring access “hits” on the PRS site, all access to graphics is
removed. This eliminates the multiple counting of access hits that result from multiple
figures (buttons, bars, arrows, etc.) on a single web page. In addition, all access from
the Kansas Geological Survey subdomain (kgs.ukans.edu) is removed. This
measurement protocol produces a consistent and conservative measure of external
usage. Current usage statistics are collected daily and weekly and are available on the
Petroleum Research Section of the Kansas Geological Survey web site
(http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/usage/past_stats.html).
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Each month a detailed usage report is generated for the oil and gas portion of the
Kansas Geological Survey web site. The latest report for December 2000
(http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/usage/2000/dec_wt/DEFAULT.HTM) provides rough
quantitative measures for the Digital Petroleum Atlas. In April, the pages of the Digital
Petroleum ranked higher among the most requested pages (Figure 4). Other highly
requested pages on the Petroleum Research web server are portals that provide
general access to the Digital Petroleum Atlas and other oil and gas information. After
the user enters the Digital Petroleum Atlas Home Page or DPA-Kansas Page they split
off in any number of directions. The Digital Petroleum Atlas Home Page was also the
number 2 most popular entry page and the number 3 most popular exit page. This is
interpreted to mean that the DPA is book marked and users jump directly to it. The
December statistics also show that the Petroleum Research Web Site and the Digital
Petroleum Atlas appealed primarily to companies (.com domain with 58 % of total hits)
and networks (.net domain with 39%). The .net domain is interpreted as representing
the very small independent and consultant who uses a local or national Internet access
provider. Statistics for December 2000 measure the most accessed directories on the
Petroleum Research web server. The DPA is the most accessed directory with over 30
percent of the total hits for the site (Figure 5).
Other measures of the impact of the Kansas Digital Petroleum Atlas are
unsolicited comments and success stories received by users. A selection of comments
is provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 1. Interactive map of Kansas Digital Petroleum Atlas (DPA) showing counties
containing fields and plays that have been added to the DPA. Regional maps on key
horizons are available for all highlighted counties. Counties not added to the DPA have
oil and gas field maps and links to annual field production. During year four, countyscale maps were added covering Seward, Clark and Comanche counties.
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Figure 2. Comanche County, a sample county page added to the Digital Petroleum
Atlas in year 4. County page shows structure on top of Meramecian and contains a
field study (Box Ranch). Page shows typical navigation buttons and page layout. Map
and stratigraphic column are interactive and linked to other county-scale maps and
selected field studies. Blue links are active and red horizon is displayed.
(http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/DPA/County/abc/comanche.html).
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Figure 3. Monthly usage statistics measure separate pages viewed from the Petroleum
Research server. Miscellaneous graphics and access from Kansas Geological Survey
computers are removed prior to analysis. Current usage statistics are collected daily
and are available on the Petroleum Research Section of the Kansas Geological Survey
web site (http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/usage/past_stats.html).
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Figure 4. Statistics measuring most requested pages viewed from the Petroleum
Research web server in December 2000. Pages that were part of the Digital Petroleum
Atlas were among the most requested pages (positions 4,6). Other highly requested
pages on the Petroleum Research web server are portals (positions 1-3, 5, 7, 9) that
provide general access to the Digital Petroleum Atlas and other oil and gas information.
Complete report for December 2000 is available online at
http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/usage/2000/dec_wt/DEFAULT.HTM.
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Figure 5. Statistics for December 2000 measure the most accessed directories on the
Petroleum Research web server. The DPA is the most accessed directory with 30
percent of the total hits for the site. Complete report for December 2000 is available
online at http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/usage/2000/dec_wt/DEFAULT.HTM.
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YEAR 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
WEB STRUCTURE
A goal of the Digital Petroleum Atlas (DPA) is to provide users flexible access to the
original data and intermediate steps of the study. Results of field studies are fed
immediately into the databases. The flexibility of the Web provides access to the data
that went into the study at the same time as the results.
To support these technical goals, a design was created for the web site. Several
models were drawn up, but the goals were very simple:
1. Display information assembled
2. Allow user to choose path and goals
3. Don’t let user get lost.
4. Allow for efficient updating
As the DPA was constructed, there were two obvious “paths” through the digital data.
The user could move geographically through several scales of data:
Play → Basin → County → Field → Well
At each geographic scale, the user would be presented with choices and answers.
a.
b.
c.
d.

For this county, which field would you like to see?
What is the structure of the Morrow in the basin?
For this Field, which well are you interested in?
For which Play is this field an analog?

As an alternative the DPA could be structured around topical areas. For the DPA the
topical areas were broken into following categories:
Regional
Geophysics

General
Reservoir

Geology
Wells

For each field, basin and county, information was structured in terms of both
geographic scale and topical area. These two general structural styles of information
(pages based on geographical scale and pages based on topical area) result in a grid
system. However, in practice this structure becomes rapidly unmanageable. While it
would be nice to simultaneously compare the geologic maps of three or four fields
(isopach or structure), it is not possible and not desirable to have links from each
geology page to every other geology page. As a result, for the DPA we emphasized
movement among geographic scales, and worked to maximize the visitor’s ability to
move from County to Field to Well. Movement between topical areas is limited to within
the selected geographic scale (e.g., figures 1, 2).
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IMPROVED DATABASE MANAGEMENT
At the present time, the Digital Petroleum Atlas currently contains over 3,000 static web
pages covering 11 counties, 10 fields and two regions of Kansas. While during the last
year, the DPA coverage has increased with the addition of 3 counties and 3 fields, and
the detail has increased to include completion reports and drill stem tests, the number
of static web pages has decreased by almost 50 percent from 6000 pages (Carr and
others, 1999). Dynamic pages that are constructed on demand have replaced static
web pages.
"Static" pages are actual HTML text files on the DPA web server showing
information to visitors. Most of DPA pages are very similar--that is, a template can be
made and multiple pages extracted from that template. For example, for a set of county
geology pages (Figure 2), the only differences are the names of the files, the window
titles, and the two figures (i.e., map and stratigraphic chart). The navigation is adjusted
for each page (assigning a "Previous" page and assigning a "Next" page).
However, the method of creating static web pages has two problems. The first
problem is maintenance of pages containing variable data. Data such as oil and gas
production changes monthly, and the pages must be updated periodically. With more
and more fields added, the work of creating all the new pages and updating all the
previously created pages can take up all available time. The second problem is one of
scale. For any small field (25-100 wells), it is easy to create pages for each well and
attach scanned well completion forms, digital well logs, and other information. But with
larger fields, such as the Chase-Silica field with 10,378 wells, assembling the data is in
itself a major task and pages cannot be created by hand. By creating dynamic pages
that access a relational data base management system (e.g., Oracle), whatever data is
available can be displayed to the visitor. New production data is available immediately.
Plus, the database can create lists of wells for the user based on location information,
and pages for the wells are created only if the user wants to see detailed information.
The first field added to the DPA was Arroyo, a field with 36 wells needing web
pages. These pages were created by hand and links were made from the field map
and the web pages. After the well pages were created, pages for completion forms,
production, petrophysical analysis, etc. were created as needed and attached by hand
to the well pages. Updating the production pages would take only a few hours of
student time. Big Bow Field was handled the same way, but Gentzler and Schaben
fields added a new challenge. While the number of wells in Gentzler and Schaben
fields was reasonable, the geographic scale of these new fields meant that the visitor
could not select an individual well of interest because the well spots were too small to
resolve on the user's screen. For fields with a larger geographic area, clicking on the
main map brings up a map with more detail on the particular quarter of interest.
For Chase-Silica Field (Rice County), simple zooming does not allow a clear
picture of all wells without creating several levels of zoom. The Chase-Silica Field
covers eight townships (288 square miles). At this scale it is impossible to resolve and
select all wells, and only currently producing wells were shown. In addition, the
resulting maps and individual well pages required the creation and maintenance of
10,378 additional web pages. With the addition of Chase-Silica Field, the total amount
of data to maintain and update was becoming a significant drain on resources. Each
month, new production data and well information has to be added for all the fields in the
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DPA. A new approach was required to automate the maintenance and enhancement of
the DPA.

Relational database tables and procedures
The ImageMap command of HTML can also be used to ask a question of a database.
Here is an ImageMap syntax fragment for the map of a portion of Chase-Silica Field
(Figure 6, 7):
<area shape=rect coords="408,54,478,124"
href="http://magellan.kgs.ukans.edu/abyss/public/dpa.chase.mainTRS?twn=18&rge=10&
sct=36">
The link shows that the computer called " magellan.kgs.ukans.edu" is asked for a web
page. On that computer, the words " abyss/public/" mean that the Oracle database
called "abyss" will be called with a publicly available question. The program that will run
the database query is "dpa.chase.mainTRS." Finally, the program needs township,
range, and section values ("twn=18&rge=10&sct=36"). Even though 36 sections are
"imagemapped" for each township scale map, the process uses search and replace
functions that are very efficient.
Software provided with relational database management systems, such as
Oracle, is used to connect the web pages to the database. This "middleware" receives
the parameters from the web browser, formats them, and sends them to the programs
stored in the relational database (Figure 8). After each query is executed, the database
sends the data back through the middleware. The results appear to the user with a web
browser just like any static web page (Figure 8).
A number of separate tables in the relational database are used to support the
DPA web pages (figures 9, 10). The main table is the master list of oil and gas wells
maintained by the Kansas Geologic Survey. To the user the pages generated from the
query to the database appear, and act exactly as the static, hand-created pages. The
subsidiary data files accessed by the DPA are often not maintained by project
personnel. Kansas Geological Survey personnel, and even other state agencies,
provide update the information in the tables as part of other projects (Figure 9). An
example would be monthly oil and gas production data obtained from the Kansas
Department of Revenue. The DPA structure is used to extract up-to-date data from
those external tables and present to the user web pages that look and act just like
normal DPA pages. The result is that parts of the DPA are automatically maintained
and updated and will continue to be maintained after the project has ended ("a living
publication").
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Figure 6. Clicking on any township-range block brings up a more detailed figure of the
wells in that block (Figure 7). Page is available online at
http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/DPA/Chase/Wells/chaseWell1.html.

Figure 7. Large fields are split
into several sections so that
the user can view the wells in
greater detail. From this scale
of map, the user can select a
set of wells from any
Township-Range-Section
block. The Oracle database
can then assemble the set of
wells desired, and creates web
pages for each well. The user
can pan through out the entire
field by clicking on the
directional controls. Page is
available online at:
http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/DPA
/Chase/Wells/19S10W.html.
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Figure 8. Instead of presenting an existing web page, the imagemap can call a
database. The database can be used to create a dynamic web page based on the
parameters sent and the data currently stored in the database.

Figure 9. A well query to fields in the Digital Petroleum Atlas accesses numerous
relational databases. The DPA personnel maintain the main well list for individual fields
in the atlas, but other Kansas Geological Survey staff maintains and updates the other
tables. The result is that updated data is automatically available to the user and
overhead of maintaining the DPA is significantly reduced.
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In year 3, only the Chase-Silica field was using dynamic pages and query to relational
databases. In year 4, Kismet and Stewart fields were added to the atlas, and the
dynamic well pages were added. While the last DPA annual report stated that older
DPA fields would not be moved use dynamic pages and query to relational databases,
current plans are to migrate all existing fields to Oracle during the next project year.
Because of new drilling in the existing DPA fields, the current pages become out of date
and new pages must be added. In addition, the static pages do not benefit from the
work done to the main database. For example, all of the LAS (digital wireline log files)
have been copied from the DPA to Oracle. Providing access through the relational
databases decreases maintenance.
In year four the following relational database tables have been added to the DPA
or have been improved:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Updated to Digital logs to LAS 2.0 standard
Standardized file header layout
Missing header values added
Database selection of curve types
Online presentation of data using Java procedures.

Current Database Layout
The Digital Petroleum Atlas uses a Master List of Oil and Gas Wells to bring together all
of the information on oil and gas wells owned, maintained, or generated through the
DPA or other efforts in the Kansas Geologic Survey. While the DPA originally
maintained all its own database tables, that duplication of effort was not seen to be cost
effective. The current database structure and list of tables accessed by the DPA is
shown in figures 9 and 10.
With this new design of the atlas using dynamic pages linked to relational
databases, DPA project members can concentrate on producing the interpreted maps
and assembling data. Other Kansas Geologic Survey staff can proceed on well header
maintenance. In addition, detailed geological work on the DPA, Hugoton, Panoma,
Schaben, or other projects improves the main oil and gas databases, while work
independent of the DPA on the main database improves the files used by the DPA
project.
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Table name
WELL_HEADERS

Level
Parent

Usage
Well header data such as
lease name, well number,
location, operator,

LOG_HEADERS
BOXES

Child
Child

Paper wireline log info
Cuttings

LAS.WELL_HEADERS
WELL_TOPS
ACO_SCAN_URLS

Child
Child
Child

CORE_DATA_AND_
DESCRIPTIONS
DRILL_STEM_TESTS
(in prototype)
RELATED
DOCUMENTS
(in prototype)

Child

Digital wireline logs (LAS)
Formation tops
Scans of ACO-1, driller's
logs, DST reports
Petrophysical and rock
catalog data
Digital Drill Stem Test data

LEASES

Child
Child

Parent

Links from wells to online
reports (core descriptions,
open-file reports) that are
better represented as a
complete set.
Oil and gas production data

Maintained by
KCC data loads,
KGS Data Library,
KGS Well Sample
Library
KGS Data Library
KGS Well Sample
Library
KGS Data Library
Project geologists
KGS Data Library,
project geologists
Project geologists
KGS Data Library,
project geologists
Web staff

Dept. of Revenue,
KGS staff

Figure 10. A list of current database tables that are accessed through the DPA. The
tables are maintained as part of ongoing efforts of the DPA and other groups in the
Kansas Geologic Survey. As the scope of the databases has increased more
maintenance is performed outside of the DPA.
SUMMARY OF YEAR 4 ADDITIONS TO ATLAS CONTENT
As the DPA began, the primary task was gathering data at the field and well scale and
placing this data online. As a home page, we created an interactive map of Kansas
linked to all the counties in the state (Figure 1). The Kansas DPA Home Page remains
the primary portal, and provides numerous paths to access Kansas petroleum
information and technology at the various geographic scales and topical areas. Access
is provided to reviews of the regional geological setting, overviews of oil and gas plays
and to information and technology at the county, field and well levels. The total number
of static web pages exceeds 3,000. This is a 50 percent decrease from previous years,
but dynamic pages constructed using programs that access relational databases are
replacing static web pages.
The DPA provides access to a number of regional maps, studies and data sets
(e.g., gravity and magnetics, and discussions of Kansas oil and gas provinces). The
summary of the status of various components of the DPA is summarized on the web
(Figure 11, http://www.kge.ukans.edu/DPA/Reports/statusChart.html). As part of fourth
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year of the DPA project, studies were undertaken at three Kansas fields and producing
areas. These were added to the previously existing field studies. The additions are:
• Box Ranch Field (Multiple Producing Formations: Kansas City Group--multiple
zones, Marmaton Group--multiple zones, Pleasanton, Morrow, and
Mississippian, Viola, Simpson and Arbuckle) in Comanche County (figures 1219);
• Kismet Field (Producing Formations: Lansing and Kansas City group--multiple
zones, Marmaton Group--multiple zones, Morrow and Mississippian) in Seward
and Meade counties.
• Stewart Field (Producing Formations: Pennsylvanian Morrow Formation,
waterflood designed as part of DOE funded Class 1 Project, and Mississippian,
St. Louis) in Finney County.
The Box Ranch Field is shown as an example of the new approach to generation of
dynamic web pages accessing relational databases. The Box Ranch Field is presented
within a regional framework (Figure 2), and contains multiple structure and isopach
maps covering the field (Figure 12). The maps show the structural nose that forms the
trap. Field production data is generated from a query to the production data table.
Lease production is summed to generate the most current annual and cumulative
production data (Figure 13). A table of lease production data is generated on request
(Figure 14). The lease production data contains cumulative production data for oil and
gas from each lease. The table can be sorted by multiple parameters. Individual
annual and monthly lease production data can be accessed (figures 15, 16). In addition
information on individual wells can be accessed from multiple tables (figures 17a-c).
Data includes geologic tops used in the structure and isopach maps, list of electric logs
available in paper and digital formats and links to data from completion forms (Figure
18) and drill stem tests (Figure 19). New data and research products continue to be
added to each field study, as they become available. Publication in the DPA is an
ongoing process that continuously updates the data and technology associated with
each field study. The addition of the ability to query relational databases increased the
efficiency of updating previously completed field studies. Each field study homepage
provides a map of the field area, basic field and discovery information, and a
standardized set of links to additional geologic, geophysical, engineering and
production data.
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Figure 11. Status chart showing the status of different field and regional studies in the
Digital Petroleum Atlas. Current chart is available at
http://www.kge.ukans.edu/DPA/Reports/statusChart.html.
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Figure 12. Sample of detailed geologic map covering a portion of Box Ranch Field,
Comanche County. Page shows navigation buttons and selection of stratigraphic
horizons. Map contains links to topical data, maps, cross-sections, technical
discussions, production, data, and detailed lease and well information.
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Figure 13. Sample of detailed production and producing well data for the Box Ranch
Field, Comanche County. Data is assembled from production data that is maintained in
a relational database and is updated monthly. Cumulative data is computed and is
current. Production data from individual leases can be viewed by clicking on hot link at
top of page.
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Figure 14. List of leases in Box Ranch Field, Comanche County, Kansas. Leases are
assembled from relational databases and contain current cumulative production data.
Leases can be sorted by various criteria (e.g., well name, operator, and cumulative oil
or gas production). Clicking on well name can access production from individual
leases.
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Figure 15. Annual production for an individual lease/well (Roberts and Murphy 1-34
Miller( in the Box Ranch Field, Comanche County, Kansas. Lease data is assembled
by query from relational databases and contains the most current annual production
data. Following the annual production, monthly production is provided from 1995 to
present.
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Figure 16. Sample of monthly production for an individual lease/well (Roberts and
Murphy 1-34 Miller) in the Box Ranch Field, Comanche County, Kansas. Lease data is
assembled by query from relational databases and contains the most current annual
production data.
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Figure 17a. Sample of well data for an individual well (Roberts and Murphy Kuhns 2) in
the Box Ranch Field, Comanche County, Kansas. The well data is assembled from
multiple individual data tables and includes header information (e.g., location, operator,
API number) and geologic tops. Information continues in figures b and c.
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Figure 17b. Continuation of sample of well data for an individual well (Roberts and
Murphy Kuhns 2) in the Box Ranch Field, Comanche County, Kansas. The well data is
assembled from multiple individual data tables and includes log data. If digital log data
is available it can be downloaded. Information continues in figure below.
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Figure 17c. Continuation of sample of well data for an individual well (Roberts and
Murphy Kuhns 2) in the Box Ranch Field, Comanche County, Kansas. The well data is
assembled from multiple individual data tables and includes raster images of
completion report, drill stem tests and injection data. Data can be viewed or
downloaded. If digital drill stem test data is available it can be downloaded.
Information continues in figures below.
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Figure 18. Raster images of Kansas Corporation Commission Completion report for a
selected well in the Box Ranch Field, Comanche County, Kansas. The images for
every well in the field are stored in a relational database table. The images are linked
and a dynamic well page is constructed on demand for the Digital Petroleum Atlas.
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Figure 19. Example of drill stem test (DST) information available for wells in the Box
Ranch Field, Comanche County Kansas. DST information is for the Roberts and
Murphy, Inc. Kuhns #2. The information is stored in a relational database table and is
linked to a dynamic well page that is constructed on demand for the Digital Petroleum
Atlas.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACTIVITIES
The world-wide-web and publish as-you-go design of the Digital Petroleum Atlas Project
provides immediate and ongoing technology transfer activities. Based on increased
usage statistics and informal industry feedback, the DPA model appears to provide an
efficient method of technology transfer to the geographically dispersed high technology
petroleum industry (Figure 3 and Appendix A). The pages that comprise the DPA are
among the most visited on the Kansas Geological Survey web site and usage continues
to grow (figures 3-5). Periodic email updates provided to interested operators and
individuals have been well received. As part of technology transfer efforts, formal talks
and paper were prepared and presented to local and national meetings (Table 1;
Buatois, et. al. 1999; Carr and Adkins-Heljeson, 1999; Luchtel and Carr, 1999; Allisa
and Carr, 1999). In addition, the Digital Petroleum Atlas Project has been integrated
into the Internet for the Petroleum Professional Course. This is a popular course for oil
and gas producers and is taught as part of the North Midcontinent part of Petroleum
Technology Transfer Council (For example see online version of the Internet course at
http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/General/Tutorial/Internet/findex.html).

Table 1. Presentations undertaken as part of fourth year of the Digital Petroleum Atlas
Project.
•

Workshops on Kansas Online Resources at Kansas Petroleum Council
Environmental Working Group August 3-4, 1999

•

Internet for the Petroleum Professional, Sponsored by North Mid Continent
Petroleum Technology Transfer Council PTTC and Kansas Geological
Survey, Kansas Independent Oil and Gas Association (KIOGA) Annual
Meeting, Wichita Kansas, August 30, 1999

•

PTTC Workshops on Geologic Aspects of Waterflooding at North
Midcontinent PTTC Workshop, Wichita, Kansas November 11, 1999.
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
The Digital Petroleum Atlas was designed to be a dynamic product with the constant
addition of new information and ideas. Within this changing environment defined tasks
of the year three DPA were completed. In using the DPA, oil and gas operators and the
interested public proposed many of the ongoing changes and additions. The prototype
DPA project was completed within budget and cost sharing was in excess of 20%.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Results from the year four of the Digital Petroleum Atlas Project have met expectations.
We continue to expand the breath and depth of plays, fields and reservoirs covered,
enhance the included petroleum technology, expand the geographic coverage, and
improve the navigation and technology for online access to continuously updated
relational databases. Work is progressing to provide interactive programs that can
interact with relational databases to provide online tools to map fields, and display and
analysis data (e.g., log and production data).
CONCLUSIONS
As the fourth year of a longer-term effort, the Digital Petroleum Atlas (DPA) has
developed an improved new methodology to provide efficient and timely access to the
latest petroleum data and technology for the domestic oil and gas industry, public
sector research organizations and local governmental units. The DPA provides realtime and cost-effective electronic publication of materials typically found in published
paper oil and gas atlases. The latest technologies and information are continuously
“published” electronically when individual project components are completed, reducing
the lag and expense of transferring technology using traditional paper publication.
Additional information and technology are constantly being added and older information
updated to the DPA increasing its scope and detail. Active links, graphical user
interfaces and relational database search mechanisms provide a published electronic
product with which the operator can interact in ways that are impossible in a paper
publication. Contained in the DPA are forms of publication that can only be displayed in
an electronic environment (for example, animated exploration histories through time,
and special queries). Through complete and flexible user access to technology,
interpretative products and the underlying geologic and petroleum data, the DPA
changes the relationship between interpretative result and data, between technology
generation and application. Improved access to petroleum data and technology
represents one of the best and cost-effective options that available for maintaining
domestic production.
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APPENDIX A
SELECTED COMMENTS AND SUCCESS STORIES FROM PRODUCERS
(Names are on file at the Kansas Geological Survey).
Subject: Data Base
Date: Fri, 17 Dec 1999 20:02:08 EST
From: A Geologist at a Small Independent Producer
To: webadmin@kgs.ukans.edu
Absolutely wonderful site. I was afraid I would have to go to “commercial source” to
gather the data I needed for Kansas project. This site has been a terrific source.
Thank You !!!!!
_____________________________________________________________________
Subject: Kansas Geological Data
Date: Sat, 18 Dec 1999 11:32:09 EST
From: A Geologist at a Small Independent Producer
To: webadmin@kgs.ukans.edu
The more I delve into your Web Site the more I am impressed. The KGS is to be
commended for compiling a remarkable volume of useful and easily accessible data.
Thank you for making my research easy.
_____________________________________________________________________
Subject: Horizontal Well in McPherson County Update
Date: Thu, 30 Dec 1999 06:21:50 -0600
From: An Independent Producer
To: <rex@kgs.ukans.edu>
Rex:
We plan on drilling out from under surface January 2nd. Will probably be done with the
vertical section of the hole on the 5th then drill the curve and have the 7" set by the 8th.
Should be horizontal in the chert by the 10th. I'll contact you on the 6th or 7th to set up
a time. I'm not sure what part of the well you want to view (I'm guessing the horizontal
part using foam). Let me know.
Thanks for the map tip. I picked up the Pratt County 1:100,000 map and it is just the
right size. I'll call Lawrence to get the non-folded prints. Thanks again.
By the way you have a good website. The oil/gas production by year is good-free-and
fast! Is there a way to access monthly volumes or see what the last month input is?
You have the fastest quick look at production cumulatives I've seen yet.
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_____________________________________________________________________
Subject: thanks
Date: Wed, 22 Mar 1999 15:31:55 -0700
From: Professor at Academic Institution
To: tcarr@kgs.ukans.edu
Thanks for the tip Tim. Went right to your excellent webpage and found what I was
looking for. Kudos to whoever maintains this site.
_____________________________________________________________________
Documented comments from personnel at different small independents. Names on
request.
“The atlas gave me a start on the geology of producing formations and discerning which
wells produce from these deeper formations. It also gave me a start on assessing the
volume of oil and gas production per lease and per field. Having this information readily
available saved about six weeks of my time.” Using the atlas reduced the time to
complete this task by more than 80%.
“The atlas gives me a jump start on an area. I know it’s a time saver.”
“I saved at least three days of searching for literature on the petroleum geology of the
area.”
“Utilizing the Atlas prevented me from having to make a trip to Kansas (from Texas) to
personally research the data base at the KCC.”
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